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The smart home device industry has accepted significant
losses selling smart products to consumers owing to
challenging procedures to connect new devices to a
network and inefficient ways to provide customer
service.

Consumers can be very fickle when it comes to the
purchase decision of fairly technical equipment. Even a
minor inconvenience or slight complexity in managing
devices, setting up smart products, or prior unpleasant
experiences with customer support service can sway
their decision against purchasing smart home devices.

According to research from Park Associates, some
customers even avoid purchasing a device if they are not
confident enough to set it up. Twelve percent of
consumers who do not own or intend to purchase smart
home devices report confusion about how to set up and
use the device as an adoption barrier.
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Figuring out the setup and device provisioning procedure can be an
arduous task for buyers, especially in the case of headless products
that lack an input interface. Usually, users need to download the
vendor’s app on their phone, then they connect their phone to the new
device either via Bluetooth pairing or by connecting to the WiFi Soft
Access Point of the device to establish a connection that allows
transferring the WiFi credentials from the phone to the new device.
Often these multiple-step processes lead to failure in setting up smart
devices and consumers are trying to perform the setup multiple times
or calling customer support to get help. Moreover, these procedures
can cause friction for less experienced users and frustrate them,
contributing to a poor user experience and negative product reviews.

This is an industry-wide recognized problem affecting all IoT devices.
A CPX360 Survey conducted by iQor highlights that 33% of consumers
have faced challenges with the setup and network provisioning of IoT
devices, out of which 22% of people have returned their products and
demanded a refund. 
According to Parks Associates, 63% of all Smart Home Device Owners
are setting up their smart devices by themselves, out of which 31%
experienced problems with the setup process. 

“A CPX360 
Survey 
conducted by 
iQor highlights 
that 33% of 
consumers 
have faced 
challenges with 
the setup and 
network 
provisioning of 
IoT devices.
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22% of these 
people have 
returned their 
products and 
demanded a 
refund." 
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Figure 1: Smart Home device owner experience



Parks Associates notes that “SoftAP technology is often fragile - The 
use of SoftAP technology creates additional opportunities for setup 
challenges. …This technology is fragile, leaving room for several 
glitches to occur during the process.
Fourteen (14%) percent of smart home device owners report  
experiencing problems connecting their devices to the home network 
router.”
Taking into account that according to a study by DataProt in 2022, 
there were over 10 billion active IoT products in the market, and by 
2030 the number of IoT devices is expected to exceed 25.4 billion 
worldwide. Returns of smart products amount to a massive problem 
for the industry and product vendors specifically. Vendors need to 
include in the pricing of their smart products the cost of the returned 
product, return handling, customer call center support, and 
technicians who resolve problems at customer's sites. 
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 Improving the quality of the product and the software. This will 
include broadening compliance and interoperability testing. 
 It includes better documentation and support material (video, 
online guides, blogs, print media, etc.). 
Simplifying customer interactions with the product to reduce 
challenging situations for the average user.
 To devise better procedures to remotely troubleshoot smart 
devices. 

According to a CNBC report “the average return represents thirty (30%) 
percent of the purchase price.”
In a consumer market with many vendors offering similar solutions 
with similar products like in the Smart Home market, differentiation 
often includes the quality and level of customer support provided.

Offering high levels of customer support comes at a price. According 
to F.Curtis Barry and Company, the fully loaded cost for customer 
support calls ranges from $6.00 to $8.00 for larger and from $8 to $13 
for smaller companies for a three to four-minute call. Reducing the 
cost of customer calls is a decisive strategy for smart product vendors 
to reduce costs. There are several ways to achieve this goal; 

1.

2.

3.

4.

Most of the aforementioned options for reducing the cost of returns 
and customer support come at a very high price and might not yield 
the expected outcome not justify the expense, since many of the 
factors addressed are not in the control of the vendor. 

“The use of 
SoftAP 
technology 
creates 
additional 
opportunities 
for setup 
challenges.”

CNBC report 
“the average 
return 
represents 
thirty (30%) 
percent of the 
purchase 
price.”



Trillbit’s pioneering ‘Data over Sound’ technology is dedicated to 
maximizing the simplicity of device setup, network provisioning, and 
providing an Out-of-Band communication to smart products which 
are in a failure state or disconnected from the network. 

The fundamentals of Data over Sound communication are not much 
different from other technologies using electromagnetic waves for 
the exchange of information other than Data over Sound uses 
pressure/mechanical waves to transport information between nodes. 
The basic principle of encoding binary data in phase, frequency, 
amplitude, or their combination applies to sound as well.
Data from the application layer is first encrypted using
standard encryption techniques, then the encrypted data is encoded 
and modulated to convert it into sound
using Trilibit’s algorithm in real-time, which is then played over any 
speaker.

At the receiver, this sound is detected by a microphone and passed to 
Trillbit's algorithm which then demodulates and decodes the data 
from the sound in real-time before decrypting and passing the results 
to the application layer.
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TrillBit’s Data over
Sound Technology

“Data Over
Sound can
make any
authentication
process fast,
seamless, and
adds an
additional layer
of security.”

Figure 2: Transmitting Data over Sound



Seamless user interface:

For smart home applications, Data over Sound offers a number of 
advantages over commonly used communications technologies, like 
Bluetooth and WiFi.

1.
Initial communication does not require pairing or temporary “setup- 
mode” configuration. Audio signals can be directly transferred and 
immediately processed by the device.

   2. Offline communication:
Data Over Sound can provide authentication and any credentials 
required to connect a device to a wireless network.

3. Selectable range:
Sound waves are localized within physical boundaries, ensuring proof 
of presence during connection and preventing drive-by attacks. 
Trillbit’s algorithms offer selectable ranges to support the different 
use cases.
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4. Flexible security:
 Data transfer can be encrypted using a standard one-time password 
or public key standards, while also avoiding networked man-in-the- 
middle attacks.

5. Low-cost and low-power:
The only hardware required for an IoT device to support Data Over 
Sound is a low-cost microphone or speaker, which many devices 
already provide.

 

Figure 3: Receiving Data over Sound
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Knowles SmartMic IA611 
Reference Design

The Knowles IA611 Reference Design for IoT is based on IA611 Smart 
Mic. The IA611 enables ultra-low-power detection of acoustic data 
signals encrypted with Trillbit’s Data over Sound algorithms.
To achieve low power and compact design, it is designed to be 
implemented with a readily available MCU board. The Trillbit data over 
Sound for IoT device setup is ported in its entirety on the MCU in the 
IA611.  

Interface
Jumpers

Knowles SPK0641HT4H-1
Digital Microphone

1.8V LDO Level Shiifter

Knowles IA611
Smart Mic

The IA611 Smart Mic is a digital top port MEMS microphone with an
integrated DSP for audio processing. 

Figure 4: Knowles IA611-RDI-01 XPlained Pro Development Board



The IA611 Smart Mic on the Xplained Pro Extension board will be
always listening for encrypted signals encoded with Trillbit’s Data
over Sound algorithms.
Upon detection of a Trillbit signal, the IA611 will decode the data
stream and send an interrupt to the MCU to signal the receipt of a
Trillbit signal. The MCU will then wake up from power-saving mode
and receives the decrypted data packet according to the interrupt
information received.
The Xplained Pro Board contains in addition to the IA611 SmartMic a
second Knowles SPK0641HT4H-1 Digital Microphone for specific IoT
applications. 
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Figure 5: TrillConnect implementation on Knowles IA611 SmartMic



User AppDevice

Enter/fetch
Device setup data

Device setup data
receive callback

Set device setup data
receive callback

Decrypt data using
shared key

Transmit/play
data

Encrypt data using
shared key

Receive/record data
on IA610

Decode device setup
data on IA610

Figure 6: TrillConnect IoT device setup
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Trillbit’s IoT Device Setup solution on 
the IA611 Design considerations

TRILLCONNECT 

The Wifi setup data(SSID and Password) are played from the mobile 
application side. The data is received and decoded on the IA611. 
The interrupt signal is received on the host side on the registered 
interrupt. Data is read from the IA611 buffer. Setup data is used to 
connect the device to the internet.
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Knowles SmartMic IA611 
Host Processor Connection 
Options

IA611 HOST
UART

 
Interrupt

I2S

The I2S bus is optional and can be used only if the audio data is 
needed for processing on the host side.

IA611 HOST
UART

Interrupt

As Microphone 

As application block diagram 

Figure 7: TrillConnect IA611 microphone using I2S interface

Figure 8: TrillConnect IA611 processes  Trillbit data and uses only a data interface
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TRILLCONNECT-PLUS
Command and control flow

User AppDevice

Enter/fetch
Device setup data

Device setup data
receive callback

Set device setup data
receive callback

Decode device setup
data on IA610

Decrypt data using
shared key

Transmit/play
data

Encrypt data using
shared key

Receive/record data
on IA610

The command that needs to be sent is played from the mobile 
application side. The data is received and decoded on the IA611. The 
interrupt signal is received on the host side on the registered interrupt. 
Data is read from the IA611 buffer. Received data is used to actuate 
the command on the device side.

Figure 9: TrillConnect -Plus command and control flow



Voice-controlled devices need to be connected to the network for
any command and control. Generally, the voice assistants (eg.
Alexa, Google Assistant, Siri, etc) understand the user's commands
and makes an API call via a server to send those commands to the
device. 
The device needs to be connected to the internet to receive these
commands. Hence in case of internet problems, these devices lose
any command and control functionality, which is a major problem.
This functionality loss happens in case of an internet outage or a wifi
issue rendering the device inoperable.

Data over sound on IA611 SmartMic can be used for any command
and control functionality without the need for any network. The
device can be controlled using a smart assistant (eg Alexa, Google
Assistant, Siri etc ) or an App. During provisioning/setup a
communication key is established between the controller(Voice
assistant/app) and the device.

The device will accept any command which is encrypted with this
key. This can be used to control the device functionality when the
device is offline and connected, depending on design
considerations. 
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ENCRYPTED SETUP
Offline use case
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The device is assumed to be offline in this use case. Device needs to 
be registered on the server(device id must be known on the server). 
Asymmetric key is used (Private-public key pair). Once key exchange 
is complete any further communication is encrypted using public key 
pair between devices.

User AppDevice Server

Decode device setup
data on IA610

Transmit self 
public key

verify signed key, 
use user public key to

 sign self public key

Transmit signed 
key+

 public key

session 
established 

Transmit 
device ID

Fetch signed key 
for device

Figure 10: Offline device setup flow



ENCRYPTED SETUP
Online use case
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The pre-shared encryption key is used on both sides to encrypt and 
decrypt any data. The mobile application/device side must fetch and 
store the encryption key from the server. The key can be changed on 
a pre-scheduled basis to make it more secure

User AppDevice

Server

Decrypt using
pre-shared key

Symmetric key

Transmit/Play

Encrypt using
pre-shared key

Recieve/record

fetch pre-shared key fetch pre-shared key 

Figure 11: Online device setup flow



TrillBit has partnered with Knowles, one of the leading manufacturers 
of micro-acoustic, audio processing, and smart precision devices to 
bring about revolutionary outcomes in Data over Sound.

Their IA61X SmartMic has been designed with an “Always-on” High 
accuracy Voice Wake and Voice ID Keyword recognition Audio 
Processor to efficiently wake up any device using a “trigger phrase”. 
IA61X SmartMic provides a wide range of flexibility as it supports all 
forms of relevant audio and data interfaces. Moreover, it contains an 
integrated programmable DSP which can be efficiently fed with a 3rd 
Party Algorithm, allowing maximum user involvement and creativity. 
These microphones can easily be integrated into any IoT-based smart 
home gadgets to streamline network provisioning with the aid of Data 
over Sound technology.

www.trillbit.com

Empowering Data over 
Sound Technology with 
Knowles SmartMics

Buy IA61X Mics
for your device

Integrate TrillConnect
SDK into your app and 

adapt to your UI

That's it. 
You are done!
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Figure 12: How to implement TrillConnect
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